FONDAZIONE ADKINS CHITI: DONNE IN MUSICA

Global Women in Music for Human Rights

To celebrate the 70th Anniversary of the Signing of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, upon invitation from the High Commission for Human Rights, Italian based international non profit Fondazione Adkins Chiti: Donne in Musica is organising a “Global Call for New Music” reaching out to women composers of all ages, nationalities and musical backgrounds. Works, chosen by an International Reading Commission, will be presented in a Grand GALA televised event in Rome in November 2018. Women’s fundamental role in the creation and transmission of tangible and intangible cultural heritage, conception and practice of music belongs not only to a people or a culture, but to all of humanity. This “70th Anniversary Global Call” reinforces the right of all girls and women to express themselves freely, develop their artistry, communicate through all media and obtain just recognition for their creativity. Women’s music is an essential part of world heritage.

Since 1978 Fondazione Adkins Chiti: Donne in Musica empowers, mainstreams, and presents women's music while representing, worldwide, women composers, songwriters, creators of traditional music, performers, musicologists, teachers and stakeholders. The Foundation’s unique and essential Mission has been recognised by the UN, UNESCO, IMC/UNESCO, EMC, EUC, EUP.
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